A4LE New York Chapter Meeting Minutes:
September 20, 2018

Attendees:
   Callie Gaspary
   Craig Dailey
   Marty Griffin
   Gian-Paul Piani
   Shawn Hamlin
   Matt Monaghan
   Robert Hendriks
   Paul Johnston
   Janell Weihs
   Tina Mesiti-Ceas
   X Dave Phelps
   X Carrie Spitz
   Jason Chevrier
   Mike Bennet
   Matt LaClair
   X Joanne Vogel
   Brian Pabis
   Edi Francesconi
   Sandy Carpenter
   Phil Poinelli
   Sarah Woodhead
   Kenneth Bonamo
   Lorraine Finnegan

1. Future Events
   a. Most Likely to Succeed
   b. Try to partner with education foundations for an event
   c. Ashley McGraw schools tour
2. NYSSBA Conference October 25-27
3. Next International Conference is in Chicago - October 31 - November 2
4. Next Meeting
   a. October 11, 2018 at 12:00